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Learn why leading authorities on Scientology and religion call this book, "Powerful. Righteous.

He will never be silenced and will ultimately prevail." "Great. Gripping. Devastating." "The text

and illustrations make for great reading”."Triggered by Scientology’s cruel disconnect policy the

reader will journey with the author as he doggedly pursued every opportunity to heal his family

tragedy. ”."The illustrations give an added dimension as you learn all about the so called

"prison of belief" and the vengeance and retaliation that is the trademark of Scientology. Highly

recommended to all."Relentless, acts as a warning to any existing or prospective new

Scientologist, to recognize the trap of how Scientology imprisons you in their demented beliefs

and how Hubbard’s processes create severe mental dysfunction and dangerous disassociated

states. Readers will feel the emotional impact through the gripping illustrations that share my

devastating journey, whose daughter is being held emotional hostage by the Church of

Scientology and have prevented me from meeting his three-year-old grandchild, who is being

subject, unwillingly, to their coercive doctrine.I share my relentless struggle to have both local,

state, and national government agencies fulfill their responsibility to protect his family from the

state and federal constitutional violations of laws and decency from an organization who was

already found guilty of infiltrating over 100 government agencies, to prevent them from fulfilling

their functions to provide security and justice for its citizens. This includes Scientology's current

attempt to blame the multiple rape victims of celebrity Scientologist Danny Masterson to

instead, accuse his victims, not him, of committing a crime, by their reporting of their rapes to

the police!Understand why, celebrity Scientologists like Tom Cruise, John Travolta, Elisabeth

Moss and Greta Van Susteren are pressured into supporting Scientology’s unethical acts, and

luring new followers into the Church. while each must live with an ongoing threat from

Scientology, similar to their vicious attacks on Leah Remini.Discover how the Church of

Scientology hypnotizes their members and uses mind control, while it attacking anyone who

questions it, especially family or friends, demanding their members disconnect from anyone

who dares to question their alien invasion and enslavement doctrine in the hope to achieve

fabricated superhuman abilities.
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information,email DrBrianSheen@yahoo.comReviews"The pain of your family being torn apart

and your children turned against you is almost unimaginable. And when you brought your child

into the toxic environment that resulted in them treating you as if you no longer existed, it

motivates you to do whatever you can to put an end to the evil. I share Brian's anguish, and his

determination to never stop trying to reach out. Voices like Brian's are powerful. Righteous. And

will never be silenced. And we will ultimately prevail. Because in the end evil never wins. I hope

it is not too late for us to recover our children. It won't be too late to save the pain of others in

the future."Mike Rinder, Co-Host of Scientology and the Aftermath television series and the

Fair Game podcast with Leah Remini and Former Scientology______“It's great. Gripping.

Devastating. You tell a good story, man.” Tony Ortega- Journalist and former editor of The

Village Voice. Proprietor of The Underground Bunker, the world’s leading blog on

Scientology______“This book should be read by anyone considering Scientology or someone

who has a family member in the cult. The text and illustrations make for great

reading”.PaulettePaulette Cooper-Author______“Relentless is Brian Sheen’s well-researched

exposé of the Church of Scientology and its deep impact on his life. This illustrated book was

triggered by Scientology’s cruel disconnect policy that denies the author, once an ardent

Scientologist, access to his beloved daughter and grandson who are yet under group influence.

The reader will journey with the author as he doggedly if unsuccessfully pursued every legal

and media opportunity to heal his family tragedy. In the end, he reveals his spiritual approach

to envision the downfall of the “cult” and the joyful reunion with his family”. Joe Szimhart, author

of Santa Fe, Bill Tate, and me: How an artist became a cult interventionistForewordThe story

you are about to read is a true account of how the Church of Scientology, destroyed my family

and is emotionally blackmailing my daughter, holding her hostage to their control. They

threaten her with losing her marriage, her business, her mother, baby, and lifelong friends, if

she does not obey their orders to never communicate or see me, her father, again.Why?

Because Scientology declared that I was a suppressive person and must be disconnected

from, and attacked, by any and all Scientologists, especially my family in Scientology. Why was

I condemned? Scientology refused to specify what the allegations were and who made them.

Later I learned that they were from actions that I had taken forty years earlier after I had

left. The anguish and turmoil this caused me have been enormous. Being a father has always

been a major part of who I am. It is a designation which I take very seriously. I wanted to be a

much better father than the one I had. My father was always too busy to spend much time with

me. He was a well-known jazz drummer who worked late hours and traveled extensively. He

divorced my mother when I was five years old and rarely showed up for his scheduled

visitations. The most I saw of him was from the newspaper clippings he mailed me of his shows

and concerts from around the world.Being fatherless growing up, placed a big “chip” on my

shoulder. I could be stubborn and throw a mean tantrum. Yet part of the programming in my

chip was that I would be the opposite kind of father I had. I vowed to always be there with and

for my children. I wanted to share my life and travels with my children to always give them the



best I could.My daughter and I had a wonderful father/daughter relationship until Scientology’s

demand that she disconnect from me or else. A poem she wrote to me when she was twenty-

six years old, in 2003 shares her perspective well.Dad,A daughter's love for her father is

special and unique, always constant but growing week after week.It blossoms and unfolds as

time goes by, the respect and admiration always so high,Through trials and tribulations, they

were bond never breaks, even when they're shown to have made mistakes.The inspiring words

spoken from him to her, build her confidence to face was out in the worldEven when miles

separate these two souls, their connection keeps them close which is the ultimate goal.He

feeds her mind with positive vibes, which in essence disintegrates her negative side.As her

journey of life continues to unfold, he's there, by her side unconditionally.Thank you for

everything!I'm so lucky to have you as my father.XOXOXOXSpringJanuary 1, 2003Maybe this

explains why I am relentless in my crusade to rescue my daughter from her imprisonment.My

story begins innocently, while a teenager growing up as a hippie in Brooklyn, New York in the

1960s. I was dazed and confused, searching to find some inner peace during a frightening time

of divorce in my home and a war being fought by my country. By itself, going through puberty

and having romantic and sexual relationships for the first time was challenging. I was shy and

withdrawn. I was terrorized by being drafted into the military and being shipped to Vietnam.

This possibility was a strong catalyst for the frequent risky behaviors that I participated in and

adopting a popular motto of the time, Timothy Leary’s “Turn on, tune in and drop out.”This

motto influenced me greatly. I wanted to find peace of mind and freedom without having a

threat of death hanging over me.Being a father was the farthest thing from my

mind.RelentlessIt was 1967, I was 14; a lost and lonely teenager, seeking to find meaning in

my life amidst the world's chaos. I had just finished reading Hermann Hesse’s book

“Siddhartha.” His message touched me deeply. The book opened up a new world of

possibilities. I loved the idea of reaching Nirvana to live in a state of bliss. How was I to find it

and where?For the next few years, I searched for answers. I committed myself to many new

experiences including meditation, Gestalt therapy, and especially psychedelic drugs. I was a

hippie searching for answers to why the world was filled with so much suffering and looking to

find another way to exist with peace instead.In 1967 I received a prank phone call from Natalie,

someone I had recently met in Central Park. During the call she introduced me to her friend

Jennifer. Jennifer and I talked for hours as if we were old friends. Who could possibly have

imagined that one day we would marry, have a daughter and that an evil cult would tear our

family apart?Jennifer, Natalie, and I quickly became great friends. We hung out often on street

corners in the New Utrecht neighborhood of Brooklyn. We enjoyed smoking pot, taking LSD,

and listening to rock music.Soon I joined a rock band in Jennifer's neighborhood, playing

electric piano with a group of her friends. We called ourselves, The Back Roads Blues

Band.My relationship changed with Jennifer when, in December 1969, we shared our first kiss

while listening to the new Rolling Stones album “Let It Bleed.” It was as if Mick Jagger was

foretelling my future as he sang “You can’t always get what you want, but if you try sometimes,

you just might find, you get what you need.”Jennifer and I had an up-and-down relationship. In

the Spring of 1970, in Central Park with friends, Jennifer was having a bummer LSD trip.

Intuitively I walked with her around the park to ground her and calm down.When we returned

from our walk, our friends were being arrested for possession of hash. We stood around

watching. Before leaving, a policeman noticed a button on my jacket with a peace sign going

through the American flag and was outraged. He arrested me too. The eight of us spent the

night in jail.The following month, two friends and I bought an old Chevy van to drive cross

country and experience the happenings in California. Maybe I would find the answers I was



looking for there.As a test run, we decided to drive to upstate New York where Jennifer was

now staying with her father. When at her house, her father came out and demanded that I

leave. He hated that I was both a hippie and a Jew. He warned me to end my relationship with

Jennifer and threatened my life if I ever saw her again.Her father’s threats frightened me. Still

trembling, driving home down the mountain, in the rain, I lost control of the van and demolished

it. Neither my two friends nor I was badly hurt.My cross-country tour was replaced with hitching

to Toronto, flying to San Francisco and then hitchhiking through California and back home.

What a long, strange trip it was.Like many hippies at that time, I sought escape from the fear of

getting drafted and going to war to return in a body bag. But something changed inside me

while I was at the Toronto Peace Festival.It felt wonderful to be surrounded by like-minded

people who were friendly. I did not need to hide smoking a joint, speaking out against the war

or jumping in the lake naked. The music from so many incredible bands was a fantasy comes

true.While sitting in my tent at the Toronto festival, listening to John Lennon and Yoko Ono, and

Sly and the Family Stone, I watched images of ancient Egyptian and Oriental figures playing

like a movie, upon the walls of the tent.This led to a synchronicity when later I read the

"Tibetan Book of The Dead." Many of the images in the book I had already seen on the tent

walls in Toronto. Something strange and mystical was happening in my life and I felt a new

awareness beginning to sprout.By 1969, I had no answers. Every day I heard TV news reports

on how the death tolls of our soldiers in Vietnam kept soaring. My future was placed in a draft

lottery. I experimented with mind-altering drugs and different spiritual and psychological

systems hoping to find the peace I wantedI continued to get high smoking pot, taking

occasional psychotropic pills and experimenting with psychedelic drugs. During an LSD trip, on

September 27th, 1970, I had an amazing out-of-body experience with full perceptions and ESP.

This occurred while tripping at a Pink Floyd concert in the Fillmore East when they introduced

their new album entitled "Atom Heart Mother."During my trip I became aware of being separate

from my body and mind. I felt a new connection to everyone and everything around me. It was

an indescribable feeling of bliss.This was a major turning point in my life. The voice that I heard

inside me felt real. Like Siddhartha, I now knew that my life’s mission was to find the true

answer of who I really was and regain my natural spiritual powers. I began exploring different

spiritual paths and stopped taking drugs.In mid-October 1970, while I strolling in midtown

Manhattan, I was approached by a pretty teenage girl. We started chatting and I shared my

new spiritual journey. She told me she could help me find what I was seeking. She invited me

to walk with her to the nearby Scientology offices in the nearby Martinique Hotel to meet

someone who could explain how Scientology could provide me the answers I sought. Excitedly,

I followed her into the hotel to the Scientology offices hoping to find the answers that I was

searching for.Entering the Scientology’s offices, I saw a portrait of a man on the wall. I felt a

repulsive reaction seeing him. I was told that he was the Church of Scientology's founder, L.

Ron Hubbard. They asked me to first complete a personality evaluation to better relate to who I

was to show me the path for achieving my goals. The assessment looked like a standardized

psychological test which I had done many years earlier.When I completed the evaluation, I was

brought to a woman to review the results with me and give me the answers I was promised.

She explained how I had many issues ruining my life, especially being traumatized by the war

in Vietnam and Was confused of my direction in life. This I knew. She told me I was angry

about my parents’ divorce and my mother's recent remarriage. The solution to overcome my

issues and obtain the answers I was searching for, was to do the Scientology course she

recommended which L. Ron Hubbard created for this purpose.A male registrar soon entered

the room, bringing with him a course registration form and invoice for me to pay twenty-five



dollars for the initial course, called the Communications Course. Psyched, I agreed to do this

course and paid him the money.In class, Scientology’s materials said Hubbard was a modern-

day combination of Albert Einstein, Sigmund Freud, and Buddha. It emphasized how

accomplished and intelligent he was: a nuclear physicist, an engineer, a war hero, and a

graduate of George Washington University. I was told Hubbard had used his genius to recover

from being blind and crippled in the war, to become the developer of the most advanced

science of the mind, Dianetics. It explained how Scientology, was used to develop amazing

spiritual powers and Hubbard was declared to be the reincarnation of Buddha.Astonished at

Hubbard’s accomplishments, I set aside all doubts and hesitancy to jump in and get involved.In

the first-course exercise, I sat in a chair across from another student, doing nothing but looking

into each of her eyes. It reminded me of a Buddhist meditation technique that I had once read

about. I learned years later, Hubbard had renamed this meditation technique, renaming it a

Scientology Training Drill. Regardless, I had had an amazing out- of-body, psychedelic

experience. I thought someone had dosed me with LSD but had no “come down.” I felt like I

had I found what I had been searching for.When my course supervisor heard of my experience,

he brought me to see the Registrar again. She said that I could achieve total freedom, special

powers, and help save the world. She informed me of a special $15,000 special training

package which I could purchase to receive this training at their advanced org in Los Angeles.

She suggested that I convince my family to lend me the money. “Your salvation and freedom

are priceless,” she insisted, “You will gain the superhuman powers that you want and have all

you will ever need to succeed.”I was convinced, that my strongest desire to learn how to have

out-of-body experiences at will with full awareness was not only possible but guaranteed. I was

shown a chart that clearly stated this ability could be mine if I paid for all the counseling and

training to complete all the steps Hubbard had discovered. I was sold. There was no stopping

me now.I felt exhilarated after my experience with the Scientology course and I eagerly began

recruiting family and friends. My parents, brother and Jennifer got involved and became

Scientologists. Each person who paid for services at Scientology fulfilled my yearning to help

others while earning me a commission to help pay for my next course.Later I learned that the

training package I was presented to purchase, was one-third this cost at their training Saint Hill

center in England, where Scientology's org was a college. This made it easier to convince my

grandmother to lend me the money. She did. Soon, I was traveling to their premier organization

in East Grinstead, England.I loved England and meeting students from around the world. I

soon became one of the top students in their college. It was here that I became friends with

thirteen-year-old Denise Miscavige. She had moved from New Jersey with her family for the

same purpose as mine. She was the twin sister of David Miscavige, who fifteen years later

became the evil dictator of Scientology. It still amazes me, how it was possible that the

diminutive and gawky David Miscavige, would one day be the power behind Scientology that

has ripped my family apart. If only I had known this then, I wonder if there was anything I could

have done to change it? If only!I spent the next year in England, being trained as an auditor.

Auditors listen to what their clients (called a pre-clear or pc) say and write this down to evaluate

their words by a device that the pc is linked to, called an E-meter. Daily, I listened to twelve

hours of Hubbard's recorded lectures. He was charismatic and his stories were always

fascinating. Unknowingly, he was using hypnosis and mind control techniques, to suck me into

his inner world of delusion and have me believe that he was the most brilliant man who ever

lived, who could really save the world.Every night when I went to bed, I had fantasy and

science fiction- related dreams of flying outside of my body. These inspired my first book, The

World Beyond the Dreams. Most people whom I met at Scientology shared similar experiences



and dreamed of living their lives with enormous spiritual and superhuman powers.To earn

money while in England, I began supervising an introductory course called Effective

Communication. This was the course that opened my mind to get involved. I had no idea at the

time that Hubbard had learned these techniques from others and then labeled them as if his

own.
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Daniel R. Jaeger, “Cults are powerfull mind controllers.. RelentlessI was shocked to learn of

how the Church of Scientology tears families apart. It was hard to believe a proven fraud like L

Ron Hubbard uses our tax dollars to perpetuate further atrocities. Brian Sheen's story was

compelling and the hundreds of images made it an easy read. It really touched a chord deep

inside me of both anger and sadness. I will pray Brian and his daughter reunite soon.”

JULIA S., “A loving father against a powerful sect. This book showed me what a father is willing

to do for love. Brian takes the mask off the "church" of Scientology. And he warns many

families not to fall into the clutches of the sect created by Hubbard. Very easy to understand ,

wonderful illustrations.”

Lena, “It tells the story and tells how to fight this cult. I gave the cult 7 years of my life and I

agree with everything in a book. This book inspired me to act against the cult instead of

keeping silent.”

Elena Sher, “Extremely informative read.. Wow!!! This is a very informative book. I had no idea

the working of this. Excellent information. I really enjoyed this book. Couldn’t put it down.”
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Panopea Abrupta, “A harrowing tale of love and determination. Brian Sheen’s story of never

even meeting his grandchild, of his struggles to reconnect with his daughter and to overcome

the authoritarian diktats of $cientology, is heart-rending. I found myself cheering for him as he

refused to be cowed despite setback after setback.$cientology’s former spokesliar, Tommy

Davis, denied the very existence of disconnection. Brian’s tale reveals the truth, that families

are rended, torn apart, in a vain attempt to satisfy the endless greed at the heart of this

organization posing as a “Church.”Brian’s is a hero journey.”

James Ezhaya, “Heartfelt, powerful and well written. Amazing story with a powerful narrative

written in a manner that is understandable and relatable, bringing memories of the early

writings of Hemmingway. I cannot recommend enough this book, be prepared for a powerful

read and an emotional journey with the author.”

Cliente de Ebook Tops, “Shocking and beautiful. I cannot imagine any church destroying a

family as is shared in this book. I could feel the heatbreak the author went through and his

drawings let me see and feel his experience with great clarity. His story is beautifully shared

and I could not put it down once I started. I have read his book on Epigenetics and could not

imagine the heartbreak he suffered but now I understand better how he helped heal himself

from such pain and admire him greatly for it. Scientology appears to trap its members in a

tangled web of mind control hypnosis and it makes no sense the US government gives them

tax exemption to do this. This is crazy! I held my son tightly for nearly an hour when I finished

reading, praying he never gets involved in any type of organization that can be so cruel to tear

families apart. I also said a prayer for Brian and his grandson and daughter that they get

reunited soon and loved the postive images at the end, visualizing his family together again.I

highly recommend this book to anyone who believes in the sanctity of family and the power of

love to fight back against evil,lies and hatred from any person or group. I also prayed

Scientology no longer causes such harm.”

The book by Brian J. Sheen has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 14 people have provided feedback.
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